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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
No portion of a youth agency’s program has caused as much con-
troversy as the -weekly social for teen-agers. For a long time dancing
has occupied a place far down on the list of useful activities in the
minds of many clergy, staff and board people. In fact it has only been
in recent years that a large segment of the clergy has supported dancing
as a -worth while activity for younger folk. And during the early war
years it was with reluctance that many agency staffs and boards gave in
to the demands of teen-agers for a place to dance. Even when agency
support was granted, it was hoped the boys and girls would be attracted
to more "worth while'* activities in the teen-age program.^- One agency
even required participation in at least one other House activity as a
prerequisite for membership in the weekly dance group.
Today we do not wonder whether or not there should be dancing*
The prejudices against it have been at least modified. And many agencies
have accepted it as the major co-educational activity in their program
for teen-agers. But this has not ended the discussion. It has merely
channeled it. Now the agency staff wants to know what effect the dance
is having on the teen-agers and are they getting what they “want* in a
dance program as well as what the staff thinks is *good" for them?
Purpose
In interviewing staff people who are responsible for a weekly
1 Hazel Osborne, Teen Canteens, Some Special Problems, p. 9*
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dance and reviewing literature available on the subject, the writer has
noticed this speculation seems to center around one or more of the follow-
ing questions. Staff people want to know,
1. Is there any carry over value to the weekly dance
in terms of interest in other agency program?
2. Is there a teen-age group which travels from agency
to agency on dance night, taking in two or three
dances a week?
3* Is the usual time of ending the dance late enough
for the teen-agers to go right home after the
dance, rather than stopping off en route?
4. Do the boys and girls feel the dance is filling
their needs? Are there any gaps in the program?
5. Have agencies been successful in introducing sup-
plementary programs during the dance?
The primary purpose of the thesis is to find answers to these
questions.-
There is some feeling among agencies against teen-agers assum-
ing responsibility for conducting the weekly dances. In such agencies
the dance is supervised by the staff and the teen-agers are asked to do
little more than attend. It is true that in some cases a committee is
set up, but it is a committee in name only. All decisions are made by
the staff worker in charge.
“They are not mature enough to assume such responsibility ”
,
or **It takes them so long to do anything. I can do it myself in half
the time”1
,
are usually the reasons given for staff domination of the
program. The writer readily admits the weekly dance can be run more
efficiently by the staff, but he also contends the purpose of the dance
is not that it be efficiently run. It is sponsored for the social values

3to be derived by the group and the growth of individuals participating
in the program. The second purpose of the thesis is to show how a group
work approach to what is essentially a mass activity can produce results
in terms of growth and social values.
Scope of the Study
Questionnaires filled out by sixty-five teen-agers, thirteen
to nineteen years of age, were used in making the study. They were filled
out during April and May, 1948 and represent three group work agencies.
The group record of a teen-age dance committee which met from October 23,
1947 to April 14, 1948 was analyzed to determine the values to be derived
from teen-agers assuming responsibility for the dance. Material gained
from personal interviews with teen-agers and adults involved in the weekly
dance program was also used.
Method of Procedure
After the general problems had been determined a questionnaire
of specific questions was prepared. Written instructions were kept to a
minimum and the language used was simple enough for the younger element
in a thirteen to nineteen year age range. The questionnaire was then
given to eight boys and girls, thirteen through sixteen years of age, to
test the clarity and spacing of the form. The writer was also interested
in finding out whether or not he could expect a response to all questions.
The schedule was then revised.
In an effort to have the results more meaningful than just a
haphazard opinion poll, an attempt was made to have teen-agers who came to
the dance occasionally as well as those who attended regularly, and dance
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committee members (if there was an active dance committee) represented in
the sample. This information was given the staff person in charge of the
dance and the group was sampled accordingly during one of the weekly
dances. Fifty out of the sixty-five questionnaires filled out were ad-
ministered by the writer.
A personal interview was held with one or more of the adults in
charge of the program usually on the same night the questionnaire was
administered. After the data had been compiled and tabulated, a return
visit was made to the agencies and the staff v^crker in charge of the dance
was asked to aid in the interpretation and analysis of the material*
The group record of a dance committee with which the writer had
worked was analyzed in terms of weekly attendance, growth within the
group, leadership within the group, sub-grouping and conflicts, individual
and group reactions, and program. It was then sunmarized*
The Agencies
2
Denison House was originally established in 1892 on Tyler Street
in the South End. There it remained for forty-eight years until the ex-
pansion of the down town business section caused a marked decrease in the
population. A study was initiated to determine if it should go out of
existence or continue in a new neighborhood. The Project Committee
appointed by the Community Fund and Council recommended that Denison
Eouse be moved to the Roxbury-Dor Chester area. Today Denison House is
developing a decentralized program and operating a building which serves
as a center in that area.
2 United Settlements of Greater Boston, Settlements Sixty Years
1887-1947, p. 6.
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3Norfolk House Center was established in 1883 at 45 Bartlett
Street, Roxbury, and was then known as the South End Industrial School.
In 1914 the present quarters were acquired and a broad program of com-
munity leadership undertaken. Each year a large resident staff of grad-
uate students participates in the program and social action efforts of
the house
•
4
Roxbury Neighborhood House was established in 1878 as a day
nursery and kindergarten. In 1895 they moved to the present location at
858 Albany Street where the House continues to serve older as well as the
younger groups in a neighborhood which is predominantly Irish-American.
The House has gradually developed its facilities for all types of groups
and its activities are adapted to need as it arises. Its aim is “'to
supplement and reinforce the programs of other institutions - the home,
the school and the church - and to stir the imagination of the neighbor-
hood to unite its forces for the common good.**
Before we enter into the main portion of the thesis, it would
be well for us to make a brief survey of the study area. The following
chapter will deal with such aspects of Roxbury as population trends,
favorability of environment, juvenile delinquency records, existing pro-
grams and memberships in group work agencies, and an indication of the
numbers of unserved youth in the area. Special emphasis will be given
to the Dudley Street east and Dudley Street south neighborhood of
Roxbury as they are served primarily by the three agencies contributing
3 Ibid
.
,
p. 12.
4 Ibid., p. 14.
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to this paper.
Illustrative tables and graphs are purposely used to conserve
space. They will also give the reader an opportunity to be as casual
or as critical as he desires in exs-mining the area.
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7CHAPTER II
THE STUDY AREA
The city of Boston has been divided into fifteen Health and
Welfare areas by the Greater Boston Community Council. Roxbury, sit-
uated south of the central business district, is one of the fifteen
areas. It is essentially a residential and industrial area. Using
the conventionalized pattern of a metropolitan district the area would
probably fall into the working class zone with certain areas beyond the
border of the zone of deterioration.
The 1940 population was 107,002 with an increasing trend in
some sections and a decreasing trend in others. The percentage of
population under eighteen years of age was twenty-eight percent or
higher than for most areas.
^
TABLE I
ROXBURY AND THE OTHER FOURTEEN HEALTH AND WELFARE AREAS COMPARED
FOR FAVORABILITY*
Favorability^3 Health Social Breakdown Economic
Rank Involving Children Security
12th 13th 15th 11th
a Source: Greater Boston Community Council, Research Bureau,
Study of Roxbury
.
Health and Welfare Area (pages
not numbered)
b Favorability was based on environment. Areas ranked 1 (most
favorable) through 15 (least favorable).
1 Greater Boston Community Council, Research Bureau, Study of
Roxbury, Health and Welfare Area, p. 73
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FIGURE I
a
Conventionalized Pattern of a Metropolitan District
a Source: Lawrence Gaughan, An Analysis of Teen-Age Problems in
the South End of Boston, 1946-47 . Unpublished Master's
Thesis, School of Social Work, Boston University,
Boston, 1947.
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Roxbury ranks 12th in favorability of environment "when compared
with the other fourteen health and welfare areas of Boston. It has the
highest incidence of social breakdown involving children and is in about
the lower third of the areas with reference to health, education and
economic security.
The delinquency rate for juveniles is consistently higher than
that of the city as a whole.
TABLE II
JUVENILE COURT APPEARANCES
a
OF YOUTH SEVEN TO SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE FOR
THE 1936-1945 PERIOD
Areas Covered
Percentages^ Total Appearances
1936-
1940
1941-
1943
1941-
1945
—
1941 1943 1945
Roxbury as a whole 18.2 23.2 25.9 359 543 548
Dudley St. east 20.8 20.7 25.3 93 109 169
Dudley St. south 17.6 23.1 24.6 70 98 64
Boston as a whole 14.2 14.7 15.7
a Sources
Greater Boston Community Council, Research Bureau,
"Study of Roxbury, Health and Welfare Area**, (pages
not numbered)
b Number per 1000 population seven to sixteen years of age.
c Dudley St. east and Dudley St. south are the two Roxbury neighbor-
hoods given the greater emphasis because they are served primarily
by the three settlements used in the study.
During the 1941-1943 period the percentage of juvenile court
appearances per 1000 children seven to sixteen years of age was almost
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twice that of the entire city.
10
2
Existing Programs and Facilities in Youth Agencies and Settlements
3
Dudley Street East and Lowe r Roxbury are served by the
Robert Gould Shaw House and the Roxbury Neighborhood
House. Three smaller agencies (Blessed Sacrament Mission,
the Cooper Community Center and Emmanuel House) are also
located in this part of Roxbury which also is served by
the Roxbury Boys' Club. Denison House in Dorchester gives
service along the eastern border and the South End Boys'
Club serves especially the part bordering the South End.
Mission Hill and Dudley Street South are served by the
Norfolk House Center and also receive a good deal of
service from the Roxbury Boys' Club.
Part of Warren Street receives some service from St.
Mark Social Center, part reoeives some service from
the Roxbury Boys' Club, and part will receive addition-
al service as Denison House expands.
Heath Street and Parker Hill receive some service from
the Huntington Avenue Y.M.C.A., and the Roxbury Boys'
Club.
Egleston Square received some service until the fall of
1S47 from the Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House extension
program in the Roosevelt School.
Grove Hall West is served by the Young Men's Hebrew
Association, the St. Mark Social Center (a Negro center)
and several Children's Aid Neighborhood Clubs.
In addition to these services, the Boy Scouts have some 700
members. Girl Scouts almost 600, Camp Fire Girls two groups, and a few
Roxbury girls go to the in-town Y.W.C.A.
2 Ibi d., p. 74.
3 Underlined areas are Roxbury neighborhoods
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TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERSHIPS IN YOUTH AGENCIES IN ROXBURY HELD BY CHILDREN
SEVEN TO SIXTEEN YEARS OF AGE IN 1942 WITH SOME REVISIONS
FOR 1944, 1945, AND 1946 AS COMPARED WITH
THE SOUTH ENDa
Population
7-16
No. Memberships
held by children
7 - 16°
Proportion
per 100 pop-
ulation 7-16
Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls
South End 4957 2567 2390 4265 2572 1693 86-0 100.2 70.8
Roxbury 18142 9013 9129 8068 5550 2518
i
LO
. 61.6
L .
27.6
a Source: Harold Harlov/, Extension of Y «M «C .A , Youth Services on an
Inter-racial Basis in Roxbury . Unpublished Mastery’s Thesis,
School of Social VFork, Boston University, Boston, 1947,
b Revised by addition of memberships (estimated) in Denison House as of
1946 and memberships (actual) in St. Mark Social Center as of 1946.
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TABLE IV
MEMBERSHIPS IN SETTLEMENT HOUSES AND YOUTH AGENCIES HELD BY BOYS AND GIRLS
AGS SEVEN TO SIXTEEN COMPARED TO FAV0RA3ILITY OF NEIGHBORHOOD IN
WHICH THEY RESIDE 0-
Neighborhood
Favor-^
ability
Rank
Minimum
Number
Non-mem-
bers
c
Neighborhood
Norm for
'
Memberships
per 100 Girls
Age 7-16
Deviation
from norm
Children
Age 7-15
Dudley Street
East
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
59 1099 1405 57 32.5 -5.5 •4
Dudley Street
South
50 376 1133 48 27.5 26.1 -4.4
Roxbury as a
whole
4348 7258 44 25
a Source: Greater Boston Community Council, Division of Neighborhood
Houses and Youth Agencies, Do Plans Meet Needs ?, Appendix
b Favorability is based on environment. Boston’s sixty-two neighborhoods
are ranked 1 (most favorable) through 62 (least favorable).
c Neighborhood norms are arbitrary and do not represent any established
standards. A changing norm is used here on the theory that a higher pro-
portion of service is needed in neighborhoods where conditions of living
are less favorable.
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CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF DATA
General Infomation
Denison House dance is held on Friday evening at eight o’clock
in the John Winthrop School building. It must end at 11:30 because of
regulations governing private use of public buildings. The estimated
attendance is about one hundred house members and one hundred twenty
non-members each week. Guests are charged forty-five cents and members
thirty-five. The minimum age requirement is sixteen. The group serving
the function of a dance committee is called the Denny Co-ed club and the
main dance body is known as the Gloomchasers . Attendance records are
kept for both members and guests. Eight adult supervisors are present
on the dance night. An orchestra provides the music.
The Norfolk House dance is on Thursday night from 7:30 to 10:30
in the evening. It is restricted to House members who are at least fif-
teen years old. The average attendance is fifty boys and girls who pay
a fifteen cent admission fee. Attendance records are kept on the group.
There is no dance comnittee . Six adults supervise the dance. Music is
provided by a record player.
The Roxbury Neighborhood House has its dance on Tuesday evening
from 8:00 to 11:00 o’clock. It is restricted to house members and guests
accompanying members. A twenty-five cent admission fee is paid by an
estimated seventy-five teen-agers each week. The minimum age requirement
is thirteen. The Dance Committee, aided by two adult^ supervises the dance
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TABLE V
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE DANCE
Item Denison
House
Norfolk
House
Roxbury
Neighborhood
House
Admission charge members $.35
guests .45
f .15 $ .25
Attendance restrictions members and
guests
members
only
members and
guests
Dance night Friday Thursday Tuesday
Estimated dance attend-
ance per week
220 50 75
Hours of dance 8:00 to
11:30
7:30 to
10:30
8:00 to
11:00
Minimum age require-
ment 16 15 13-
Number adult supervisors 8 6 2
Records kept on dance
group? Yes Yes Yes
T9en-age dance committee? Yes Yes Yes
Type of music orchestra record
player
record
player
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Records are kept on the dance group. Music is provided by a record player.
The Teen-agers ^uesti oned
Thirty-six girls and twenty-nine boys ranging in age from thir-
teen to nineteen were interviewed. Two questionnaires were discarded.
One was filled out by a twenty-one year old boy and another by a girl
who failed to follow instructions. This brought the total to sixty-
three forms used in the final tabulations.
TABLE VI
AGE RANGE OF THE TEEN-AGERS TABULATED
Age 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Totals
Boys 0 2 5 7 5 7 2 28
Girls 2 5 7 7 9 4 1 35
Filling Their Needs
Adolescence is usually a turbulent and frustrating period for
most teen-agers. Tension develops at points where adult understanding of
the specific needs of adolescents, and the behavior patterns caused by
these needs, is lacking. Their chief needs are:^ preparation for a future
vocation, successful emancipation from parents, and wholesome contacts with
the opposite sex. Other emotional needs have been described as a
1 0. Spurgeon English and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Emotional
Problems of Living, p. 272.
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need to be independent, yet at the same time, a need for security and
support; a need to identify -with a group; a need to participate in active
2
recreation; and a need to compensate for lacks in the hone environment*'
In planning our group work program to fill these needs, we have
found a great number of teen-agers could not or would not join friendship
clubs or interest groups. Generally it was accepted they were not "ready’*
for group life. They were given a general classification in our member-
ship and left to incubate. But many went through our organization and
never did change. They always remained on the outside fringe of group
life.
As the teen-age dance developed, it became apparent this was an
activity which drew heavily from the forgotten group, outside the agency,
as well as within it. Forty per cent'' of the teen-agers interviewed in
this study, for instance, were not members of a friendship club and only
thirty-three per cent held memberships in an interest group. Thirty-six
of them said the weekly dance was the first house activity they regularly
attended. All of them were anxious to have the dance continue, and con-
tinued on a weekly, not a bi-monthly or monthly basis. Fifty-nine per
cent admitted going to two or more dances a week.
According to the teen-agers the dance sponsored by the agencies
filled many of their wants. It provided a convenient recreation on even-
ings when they might be "standing on corners with nothing to do". As the
group enjoyed dancing, it added welcome variety to the week T s entertain-
2 For a detailed study of adolescence see: 0. Spurgeon English
and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living
, pp. 271-307.
3 Refer to Table VII for responses to Items 1 through 17.
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TABLE VII
RESPONSES TO ITEMS ONE THROUGH SEVENTEEN OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
51
Boys Girls Total
Item Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ans. Yes No No Ans
•
1. First activity
regularly
attended 16 12 20 15 36 27
2. Visit agency
only on dance
night 9 19 8 27 17 46
3. First interest
through dance 10 18 23 12 33 30
4. Visit agency
two or three
times a week 19 9 20 15 39 24
5. Member of a
friendship
club 17 11 21 14 38 25
6. Member of an
interest group 11 16 1 9 26 20 42 1
7. Dance ends
too early 13 14 1 14 21 27 35 1
8. Dance ends
too late 4 22 2 2 33 6 55 2
9. Go home right
after dance 13 15 18 17 31 32
10. If dance ended
earlier ’would
get home about
same time 16 11 1 17 18 33 30 1
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TABLE VII (Continued)
Boys Girls Total
Item Yes No No Ans
•
Yes No No Ans
.
Yes No No Ans •
11. Usually stop
off 16 11 1 18 17 34 28 1
12. If dance ended
later would get
home about the
same time 19 8 1 28 7 47 15 1
13. Not interested
in more pro-
gram 15 12 1 21 12 2 36 24 3:
14. More ’‘mixers** 16 12 26 9 42 21
15. More Talent
Shows, e tc
.
16 11 1 25 10 41 21 r
16. More outside
groups 22 5 1 31 4 53 9 i
17. Attend two or
more dances a
week 19 9 18 17 37 26
a Refer to Appendix I for complete questionnaire
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ment. The need for friendships was heard in such comments as "a way to
make new friends**, **an opportunity for new groups to become active mem-
bers*, "'teen-agers enjoy a get-together with their own crowd", and the
"only place and time you can get together at the House with a mixed group".
The group interviewed also saw many gaps in the program. They
ft- 4:
complained the "crowd was not large enough and the girls wanted more
boys to attend.
5
Sixty-seven per cent of those interviewed wanted more "mixers"
to break up cliques and to get the boys dancing. Sixty-five per cent
wanted more supplementary programs such as talent shows, guest artists,
and other entertainment. There were requests for an orchestra at least
once a month for the two agencies using a record player. Eighty-seven per
cent were satisfied the dance did not end too late, but forty per cent
felt it ended too early. Eighty four per cent wanted more outside groups
at their dances.
Interest in Other Agen cy Program
g
As has already been noted," many teen-age dance programs were
started with the hope teen-agers would be drawn into more "constructive"
4 Many reasons have been given why teen-agers, especially those
in the later teens, will not attend program in a settlement house. Among
the reasons cited is the fact there is more spending money available to
that age group than ever before, which adds to their feeling of independ-
ence. It also provides them with the means of taking advantage of what
commercial entertainment has to offer.
Another reason given is that the program is not sophisticated
enough for them. They have identified themselves with adults and a settle-
ment dance has become "kid stuff*.
5 A dance "mixer* is a program technique used in "breaking the
ice* at a dance. It also helps break up cliques, as partners are chosen
by chance rather than by choice.
6 See rage 1
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parts of the agency program. Forty-six youngsters said they came to the
house more than just on dance night, ^hirty-three of them said they be-
came interested in the agency through the -weekly dance. T-wenty-three of
7
this number were girls. Twenty-seven of the entire group had regularly
attended a house activity before coming to the dance. Thirty-eight be-
longed to friendship clubs in the agency, but only twenty held memberships
in interest groups.
Some Special Problems
Fifty-nine per cent of the group attend two or more dances each
week. The majority attended their own house dance once a week. Commercial
gdancing accounted for the bulk of the extra dancing. Forty-one of the
sixty-three teen-agers interviewed attended fourteen commercial dances a
total of 514 times from September 1, 1947 to April 1, 1948. Twelve atten-
ded six dances sponsored by churches in the neighborhood a total of eighty-
9five times. And eleven supported three group work agency dances 156
times •
Thirty-two boys and girls said they did not go home immediately
after the dance. This figure tells us very little as the three dances
end at different times, and the average age level is different at each
dance. But as we examine the results agency by agency they are more re-
vealing. The Denison House dance ends at 11:30 and draws chiefly the
older teen-ager. Thirteen of them said they went home immediately after
7 This is not strange when we consider how little the average
settlement offers girls of this age. Contrast this with the athletic,
games room, and group club activities sponsored chiefly for boys.
8 For a breakdown of these figures see Table VIII.
9 Jamaica Plain Neighborhood House, YJ*!.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
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TABLE VIII
DANCES PATRONIZED MOST FREQUENTLY BY THE TEEN-AGERS AND THE NUMBER
OF ADMISSIONS FROM SEPTEMBER 1, 1947 TO APRIL 1, 1948.
II " “ 1 ' r 1 -I1H1T
Number Attendance**
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Commercial Dances:
Boston Garden 1 1 2 1 2 3
Bradford Hotel 1 1 1 li
Fraternity Hall 3 3 82 82
Intercolonial 1 1 35 35
Mahoney Post 8 5 13 44 44 88
Mosleys 2 2 48 48
Ocean View 1 1 3 3
River View I I 10 10
Rose Croix 9 7 16 84 45 129
Somerset Hotel 1 1 1 I
Symphony Ball Room 1 1 3 3
Totem Pole I I 2 5 1 6
Uptown Ball Room 11 8 9 5 40 45
Wally's 1 11. 7 7
Sub-totals 25 29 54 234 ,227 461
Church Dances:
Holy Trinity 1 1 3 3
St« Joseph’s 1 2 3 5 6 11
St. Kevin's 2 1 3 25 20 45
St. Patrick's 2 2 6 6
St. Philip's 1 I 7 7
St. Rita's 2 2 7 6 13
Sub-totals 4 8 12 44 41 85
Group Work Agency Dances:
Denison House 5 8 13 132 280 412
Jamaica Plain Neigh-
borhood House 1 4 5 53 76 129
Norfolk House 8 9 17 164 199 363
Roxbury Neighborhood
House 9 13 22 191 294 485
Y.M.C .A. 3 1 4 19 2 21
Y.W.C .A. 1 1 2 5 I 6
Sub-totals 27 36 63 564 852 1416
Totals 56 73 129 842 1120 1962
a It is possible for the same individual to be counted as many as
three times in the table •
b Each unit represents one admission
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the dance and eight said they stopped off before going home. The Norfolk
House dance ends at 10*30 and caters to a younger group than the Denison
House, but a slightly older group than the Roxbury Neighborhood House.
Seven of those interviewed said they left for home immediately after the
dance, but thirteen claimed they did not. Seventeen of the Roxbury
Neighborhood dancers stated they left for home immediately after the
dance and five said they did not. This dance ends at 11*00.
’Then asked if they would get home about the same time if the
dance ended later, forty-seven of the teen-agers admitted they would,
but they would not have time to stop off. Again studying the results
agency by agency we find fourteen of this number are from Denison House,
fourteen from Norfolk House and nineteen from Roxbury Neighborhood
House
.
TABLE IX
RESPONSES TO ITEMS NINE AND TWELVE
COMPARED 'WITH CLOSING TIME OF THE DANCE
Deni s on
House
Norfolk
House
Roxbury
Neighborhood
House
Item Yes No Yes No Yes No
9 . Go home right after
dance
12. If dance ended later
would get home about same
time
13 8
14 6
7 13
14 6
17 5
19 3
Dance terminates 11*30 10*30 11*00
a One boy from Denison House did not answer this item.
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There were just three cases of duplication of dance attendance
by the agencies studied. Three girls from Norfolk House attended the
Denison House Dance,
Summary
Sixty-five teen-agers ranging in age from thirteen to nineteen
filled out questionnaires. Two were eliminated which left sixty-three
schedules used in the final analysis.
Items one through six attempted to determine whether or not
there was any carry-over value to the teen-age dance in terms of other
agency program.
Thirty-six of those interviewed said the weekly dance was the
first activity they had regularly attended at the Neighborhood House.
Forty-six usually came to the settlement more often than just on dance
night. Thirty-three became interested in the Neighborhood House through
the weekly dance. Thirty-nine of them came to the House at least two
or three times a week. Thirty-eight are members of a friendship club
in the settlement, and twenty belonged to an interest group such as
Arts and Crafts, Woodworking, Discussion Clubs and the like.
The weekly dance was not the first House activity attended by
twenty-seven interviewed. Seventeen came to the House just on dance
night. Thirty do not attribute their interest in the agency to the
wreekly dance. Twenty-four do not come to the settlement two or
three times a week. Twenty-five are not members of friendship clubs in
the agency and forty-two are not members of interest groups.
Items seven through twelve were designed to find cut the re-
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le.tionship between the closing time of the dance and the time the teen-
agers arrived home*
Twenty-seven thought the dance ended too early. Six thought
it ended too late, ^hirty-one usually left for home after the dance
was over, -thirty-three would get home about the same time if the dance
ended earlier. Forty-seven would get home about the same time if the
dance ended later, but would not have time to stop off. Thirty-four
usually stopped off before going home.
Thirty-five did not think the dance ended too early. Fifty-
five felt it did not end too late. Thirty-two did not usually go home
after the dance was over. Thirty would not get home about the same
time if the dance ended earlier. Fifteen did not agree they would get
home about the sane time if the dance ended later but would not have
time to stop off.
Items thirteen through sixteen sought the teen-agers’ feelings
about a supplementary program at a dance such as talent shows, guest
singers and other entertainment. Item sixteen asked whether or not the
dancers were interested in sharing their facilities with outside
groups
.
Thirty-six teen-agers said they attended a dance to dance and
were not interested in a program which interfered with the dancing time.
Forty-two thought there should be more “mixers**' to get more of the
crowd dancing. Forty-one were in favor of more programs at the dance.
Fifty-three would like to s ee more outside groups invited to the dance.
Twenty-four showed no antagonism toward a program which interfered
'.
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with dancing time. Twenty-one were not in favor of more ’’mixers** and
twenty-one were not in favor of more supplementary programs. Nine did
not think there should be more outside groups invited to their dance.
Items seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen were designed to find
out approximately how many dances teen-agers attend each week and under
whose auspices they are held.
Thirty-seven attended two or more dances a week. Tv?enty-six
usually attended just one dance a week. The majority of the teen-agers
interviewed attended their settlement dance regularly. The extra dancing
was done at fourteen commercial dances, six church dances, and three
other agency dances.
Items twenty through twenty-three sought the teen-agers’
criticisms of their dance and their suggestions for its improvement.
Questions twenty-one and twenty-two wanted to know how many dances they
thought the House should sponsor.
The group agreed unanimously the House should sponsor a weekly
dance. The majority were satisfied with the dance as it was being con-
ducted in the agencies. Some had suggestions for improving the dance.
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CHAPTER IV
DAKCE COMMITTEE RECORD
Brief Summary of the Record^
About the fifteenth of October the staff of the Settlement House
was asked to submit names of the boys and girls they thought would make
good committee members. Ten names were submitted, five boys and five
girls. For the most part they were young people who had been connected
with the House for some time and had supported the dances the last two or
three years. Post cards were sent out inviting them to attend a meeting
and discuss the possibility of getting the Fall and Winter dances started.
Seven of the original ten invited showed up for the first meeting along
with two uninvited boys who were interested.
Before meeting with the group for the first time the leader had
two or three conferences with the executive and quite a bit of time was
spent discussing the dance. An attempt was made to give the leader a
word picture of the individuals invited to serve on the committee. The
dances that had been held at the house in previous years were discussed,
as the leader was interested in knowing what the group would expect in
terms of their previous experience. Certain problems of the previous
year such as the youngsters who did not go right home after the dance
were discussed. The dance ended at 10 p. m., but it was the feeling of
the executive and the staff that the dance group left the house on high,
so to speak, and were in no mood to go home. Consequently they just
moved the scene of operations to one of two or three dining places in the
26
1 See Appendix III for selected recordings.
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neighborhood, and carried on without supervision. The possibility of a
later closing hour was brought up.
At the first two or three meetings a tine and night for the dance
the rules of conduct to be enforced, a night for the weekly committee
meeting, and a schedule of the duties to be carried out each vjeek were
determined* The dance would be held each Wednesday evening from 7:30
to 11 o’clock. The committee would meet each Tuesday night at 7:30.
Quite a bit of hostility for the House and certain members of the
2
staff was expressed at these first few meetings. " The general feeling on
the part of the group was that although there had been a committee last
year it had been one in name only. They had had little or no actual say
or responsibility in the setting of policy or the. running of the dance.
If one of them had an idea, it was vetoed on the principle that here was
a better and more economical way to do it. The committee met only a few
times during the year.
To show the extent of this hostility it might be well to relate
an incident which took place at the Hallowe’en Dance and the committee
meeting following it. As it was felt the committee would not be function-
ing well enough as a unit to plan for Hallowe’en, the staff sponsored
a dance. Some of the membership, including several members of the dance
committee, brought liquor with them, and it wasn’t long before a number
were intoxicated* This caused the leader some concern particularly be-
cause the committee had ruled there was to be no liquor at the dances.
At the next meeting the leader brought up the whole question of drinking
for review. The discussion hadn't gone very far when Jack summed up the
2 See Appendix III, October 23rd meeting.
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feeling of the group on the subject by saying, ”Tou won't have to worry
about liquor at the dances from now on. That was their dance. We are
running them now. 1*
The next major problem came up through a change in gym schedule.
This caused a conflict because the boys who usually came to the dance now
went to play basketball. The dance attendance, although large enough for
the needs of the membership, was not large enough to absorb such a cut.
The ^irls complained about the lack of boys and some of them stooped com-
ing to the dance. After much discussion on the part of the staff and the
dance committee, it was decided to change the dance to Thursday night.
This never proved to be entirely satisfactory, but it was the best that
could be done under the circumstances.
Along about this time another problem developed. A neighborhood
football team was organized along the lines of a group club and met in
the House primarily to plan for the next football season. They started
to hold their weekly meetings on Tuesday nights and as all the male dance
committee members were players on the team, this caused another conflict.
The girls on the committee found out the boys did not plan to attend the
committee meeting so they stayed away. The leader discussed the situation
with the group leader who agreed to change the club meeting to Wednesday
night. Every Tuesday night, however, either the backfield or the line
took tests on football fundamentals or plays so there were usually one or
more committee members upstairs. These two conflicts, coming almost
simultaneously, added up to a blow that was almost too much for the dance
to take. Although the damage was repaired as far as rescheduling was
concerned, continuity was lost which set the group quite a way back in
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attendance and interest in the dance and the committee meetings.
There was also some criticism on the part of the younger people
coming to the dance. They claimed the older group ran things pretty
much to suit themselves. The committee was not representative. A move
was made to get truer representation by adding five of the younger teen-
agers to the committee.
Analysis of the Dance Committee Record
There were nine boys and girls in attendance the evening of
October 23rd for the organizational meeting of the Dance Comittee . At
the time of the analysis there were thirteen active members.' Eight new
members had been added since October, but two of the charter members and
two of the more recent additions were dropped because of lack cf interest
on their part. This was based on absence from committee meetings without
4
legitimate excuse. In all there 7,/ere seventeen boys and girls who
served on the committee at one time or another.
Attendan ce
A total of twenty-three meetings were held during the time of
this report with an average of seven members present at each meeting.
The December 11th meeting was the most poorly attended. The record
mentions the reorganization of the Rangers, a group club to which the
male Dance Committee members belonged. Due to faulty scheduling, the
Rangers and the Dance Committee met on the same night at the same time.
The records show the boys chose to work on their own reorganization rather
than attend the Dance Committee meeting. Tie might also suppose the girls
were not present because they knew what the boys intended to do.
3 Refer to Table X for information on individual members.
4 See Appendix III, February 5th meeting.
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TABLE X
GROUP ROSTER*
Name Age Religion Date of Enrollment
Betty Campbell 17 Catholic October 23, 1947
Betty Anderson 18 Catholic October 23, 1947
Marion "Whelan 18 C atholic October 23, 1947
Eileen Murphy 17 Catholic October 23, 1947
Jack Smith 18 Catholic October 23, 1947
Eddie Bolduc 20 Catholic October 23, 1947
June Kime 16 Catholic October 23, 1947
Lawrence Coyle 18 Catholic November 24, 1947
James Hayes 15 Catholic January 29, 1948
James Brown 15 Catholic January 29, 1948
Delores Greene 16 Catholic January 29, 1948
William Sullivan 15 Catholic February 12, 1948
Joan Warford 14 Catholic February 12, 1948
Maureen McPhee
(voted out 2/5/48)
14 Catholic October 23, 1947
Jack O'Brien
(voted out 2/12/48
16 Catholic October 23, 1947
Eugene Doyle
(voted out 2/5/48)
18 Catholic November 24, 1947
John Munstedt
(voted out 2/12/48
21 Catholic November 24, 1947
a All identifying data have been changed for security reasons
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DANCE
COMMITTEE
ATTENDANCE
October
23,
1947
to
April
14,
1948
;
In reading the record and comparing attendance figures, the
period between December 11th and January 22nd seems to be the most crucial.
5
The attendance at each meeting was below average and as we looked into
the record three things came to light which seemed to influence the poor
showing.
1. We have already mentioned the Rangers and the Dance Committee
meeting on the same night. Both groups were still following the same
schedule •
2. The gym periods were changed, resulting in another conflict
which cut into the dance attendance. The boys had to choose between a
weekly basketball period and the dance. Many chose to play basketball.
3. The House closed during Christmas week and did not reopen
until after New Year’s Day. Because of this, continuity of meetings (the
casual conversations between the leader and individuals during the week
I
as well as the regularly scheduled committee meetings) was lost for a
time
.
It was not until after the House had reopened and the schedule
had been rearranged that the attendance improved.
g
The February 26th meeting is also worthy of our interest. Only
three persons showed up and they were the younger members. In trying to
find a reason for the poor showing the writer examined the previous week's
*7
record which commented on the “most hectic meeting we held all season'*.
5 See Figure II, p. 36
6 See Figure II, p. 36
7 See Appendix III, February 19th meeting.
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It "was a meeting the leader took over and brought to a hasty conclusion.
might speculate this domination of the group by the leader offended the
older members. This was the only explanation that could be found.
Program
33
Primarily the group was a committee representing the membership
and responsible for a weekly dance. Its function was one of service which
left little room for outside program. Temporary sub-committees on pub-
licity, refreshments, and decorations were organized for specific occasions
and were disbanded after performing the required service. Special parties
and appropriate programs were planned for Christmas, Valentine’s Day, and
3t. Patrick’s Day. Groups from the Rochester Neighborhood House, Sudbury
House, and the Young Men's Christian Association were invited for special
parties. The group made two trips to other agencies to learn their
techniques in organizing a dance. A small social for the committee was
held at the leader’s home in February.
Growth Wjth in the Group
The fact the group met as regularly as it did, despite the ob-
stacles which had to be overcome, was positive proof the group felt it was
getting something out of the experience. There was very little turnover
even though the group demanded much more from its members in the way of
service and sacrifice than it was able to return. Progress was shown by
the way the group accepted a major share of the responsibility, something
they had never accomplished before. They handled the details of the dance
including the collection and banking of money and determined how it was to
be spent. The committee effectively handled a liquor situation which could
very well have developed into a major problem.
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In determining a course of action the group discussion method
was employed. When the group finished discussion on an issue it was
voted on and majority vote decided the course of action. As far as
possible, committees and individuals were asked to accept responsibility
for carrying out the wishes of the Dance Committee. The leader stepped in
only when the program was seriously threatened by inaction or inability
on the part of an individual or committee.
Leadershi p Within the Group
In the leader’s opinion there was no one individual in the group
who was strong enough to act as Chairman. For most of them the Dance
Committee was their first organized group activity. Marion and Betty
were elected Secretary and Treasurer respectively, but they were the
only officers chosen. Jack made many worth while contributions to the
thinking of the group and was probably its outstanding member, but his
gbehavior was erratic at times. This would prevent him from being a
competent leader. Lawrence C. was the most popular member and no doubt
would have been elected president, if an election had been held.
Sub-grouping and Conflicts Within the Group
Marion, Betty C., Betty A., and June came to the meeting together
time after time. Jimmie E.
,
Jimmie B«, and Bill 3. lived next door to
each other and they had been friendly for some time. The three were all
members of the newly organized ’*Co-edtt club. The older boys were mem-
bers of the RQ-ngers and had grown up together. This sub-group, more than
any other, tended to work together to exert pressure. Occasionally they
lined up against the girls which put the younger group in the situation
of having to break a deadlock. But this did not happen very often,
T 19th nesti ng-
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Generally the members of the Dance Comnittee acted pretty much on their
own rather than in pressure groups.
Basically there were no deep conflicts which threatened to split
the comnittee. Jack and Marion had a disagreement which resulted in
Marion not attending two committee meetings. But there was no evidence
of hard feeling on either one's part during the rest of the year. The
younger members complained Betty C. talked too much at the meetings and
did not give them a chance. Marion and Betty A. had a verbal exchange
at one meeting, but it confined itself to the issue at hand. Jack
differed with the group on occasion and at one point threatened to quit
because he felt the girls were having too great an influence in shaping
policy, but he showed up for most of the meetings after that.
Individual and Group Reactions
9
The October 23rd record is the leader's narrative and in-
terpretation of the organizational meeting. It points out in a dramat-
ic way the desire on the part of these teen-agers to have a hand in
4
running their own affairs. And it also shows how they resent a program
which is run wfor tt them instead of "with" them.
m 10rihe February 5th record shows a pitfall the leader may un-
intentionally step into.
Betty said this girl told her the woman at Sudbury
House only sent her ’’pets* on trips any way, so she
probably wouldn't get an invitation.
Proper use of a dance committee would eliminate such hostility
9 See Appendix III
10 Ibid.
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directed at a staff worker. A group to represent the agency could
be chosen by the committee in a democratic way which would more effec-
tively satisfy the membership.
Another interesting point in the record is the discussion be-
tween Betty and Jimmie E. Betty accused the younger group of tamper-
ing with the record player. Jimmie quickly rose to the defense of the
group he represented and told why the records had been changed by the
younger dancers. Thus the situation was cleared up by facing it in
the committee meeting. This is an example of why it is important to
have a representative dance committee. Too often an older clique will
take over the running of the dance simply because the members are more
mature and more verbal than the younger group.
7fe also find another example of the teen-agers’ need for in-
dependence and their response to having things done for them.
Betty said rather exclusively, "We 'll take care of
the decorations this time. We won’t go to Miss F.
for a thing. 1*
11
On February ISth the leader records how Jack came into the
meeting "emotionally high 1*, and soon had the group in an uproar. Jack's
behavior at this meeting was used as an indication he needed some in-
dividual treatment. This need became more apparent later in the record.
1 ?
The April 14th meeting was the last of the year. This re-
cording shows teen-agers are capable of weighing evidence and making
the proper choice when given an opportunity to do so. The fact they
were group conscious and realized their responsibility to the membership
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
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they represented was proven by their donation of the dance treasury to
the camp fund. There was no discussion in the record about spending
the money on a party for themselves as one might expect from this age
group*
.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The Questionnaire
In reviewing the answers given by the teen-agers to items one
through six, the writer feels the weekly dance is serving a three-fold
purpose. It is acting as an attraction to draw into the agency boys
and girls it has never reached before. The dance is "feeding" some of
these new members into the group work phases of the agency program, but
probably not as fast as most agencies would like. It is also serving
as the sole regular activity for a large number of teen-agers. (Thirty-
eight per cent come to the house just on dance night. Forty per cent do
not belong to a friendship group, and sixty-eight per cent do not belong
to an interest group.
)
There is a strong indication that the teen-agers have an estab-
lished time when they usually arrive home on dance night. Ending the
dance at an early hour in no way changes this time. The teen-agers
merely go outside and spend the time without supervision. It does the
staff worker little good to say boys and girls of this age should be
home at a certain hour, if they are not required to by their parents.
In view of this, it might be well for agencies to determine what time
the teen-agers are expected home and fix the closing time of the dance
accordingly.
Generally speaking the teen-agers are satisfied with the
weekly dances sponsored by the agencies. There is a strong indication,
however, that the dances where records are used for music are not as
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popular with this age group as they were a few years ago. Now the group
wants an orchestra, at least once a month.
A more varied program could be offered at the dances. The ma-
jority of teen-agers questioned were interested in more than just dancing.
One staff person interviewed, who has had a great deal of experience in
programming, believes most leaders are not persistent enough in intro-
ducing programs at a dance. If a program does not go over well from the
beginning, they are inclined to drop it. A little more persistence would
put it over.
There was no indication that the teen-agers were regularly
traveling from agency to agency on dance night. Only three cases of
duplication were recorded. There was, however, ample evidence to show
they were attending two or more dances a week. Whether or not this is
too much dancing for this age group during the school year will have to
be left up to the reader to decide.
The Dance Committee Record
There is a strong feeling among the teen-agers toward assuming
some responsibility for the dance. They want the opportunity to work with
the staff in organizing and supervising their own program. The teen-agers
resent having all plans and decisions made for them. They want to do more
than just attend the weekly dance.
The material in the Dance Committee Record indicates that the
teen-agers are capable of assuming responsibility for the dance and in
some areas are more effective than the staff. The liquor situation men-
tioned in the record is an example. While working on a committee, the
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teen-agers can and vill look beyond their own personal satisfactions.
They will consider the membership and the agency as a whole in their
plans. They are mature enough to make proper choices, if all the evi-
dence is presented to them.
These boys and girls bring personal problems with them to
the dance and to committee meetings. An easy friendly relationship
is necessary if the teen-agers are to confide in the staff worker.
They need the general feeling of acceptance on the part of the staff
person which will allow them the freedom to voice their convictions,
even criticisms about the agency and staff. Very often hostility is
based on lack of full understanding and an interpretation is all that
is needed. The dance committee meeting presents such an opportunity
for interpretation.
There is a strong correlation between attendance at committee
meetings and the progress of the committee itself. The teen-agers need
to identify with a successful dance, which to them seems to mean a well
attended one. Conflicts and lack of continuity in holding committee
meetings tend to disperse interest. All scheduling in the agency should
be done with this in mind.
Suggestions for Further Study
More girls than boys are in attendance at our teen-age dances.
This, of course, could be a reflection of population statistics in our
part of the country. But along with this, the writer has noticed the
most constructive criticisms and suggestions for improving the dances
came from the girls. The record of the dance committee shows the girls
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were much more faithful in attendance and seem to have taken a more
active interest in the dance than the boys. A partial answer might be
that the girls have more at stake in the weekly dance. The boys have
their athletic program to fall back on in the agency, if the dance does
not fill their needs. The girls have no comparable activity which would
satisfy them as fully as the dance does now. A study of just what pro-
gram is offered to girls in the group work agencies in the area and sug-
gestions for improvement is indicated.
Some reasons why the older teen-agers do not participate in
agency programs as much as the younger members have already been listed
in Chapter Three. Because of limited budgets, many agencies feel they
cannot effectively cope with this situation. They cannot afford to engage
an orchestra for a weekly dance, for instance, when the door receipts will
not cover the expense. A suggestion for further study would be the possi-
bility of a number of these group work agencies (probably in cooperation
with the churches that offer weekly dances) pooling their resources and
sponsoring one large dance in the neighborhood for the older teen-agers.
It could be held in a central location, offering an orchestra, pleasant
surroundings and a good dancing surface. The "record hops" could be con-
tinued in conjunction with a dancing class for the younger teen-agers who
would in time graduate into the older dance group.
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AP' ENDIX I
COPY OF QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN OBTAINING DATA
NAME OF SETTLEMENT SEX
AGE
PART ONE
If you agree vdth the statement place an “X* on the line follow-
ing the word “Yes’*. If you disagree with the statement mark the “X* on
the line after the word **No“.
1 .
2 .
3 .
4.
5*
6
.
The weekly dance is the first activity I have regularly attended
at the Neighborhood House.
Yes No
I usually come to the House just on dance night.
Yes No
I became interested in the Neighborhood House through the dance.
Yes No
___
I come to the House at least two or three times a week.
Yes No
Some of my friends and I have a club in the Neighborhood House.
Yes No
I am a member of an interest group or class such as Arts and
Crafts, ’Woodworking, Sewing, etc.
Yes No
7. I think our dance ends too early.
8. I think our dance ends too late.
Yes No
Yes No
.
After the dance is over I usually go right home.,
Yes No
9
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10 If the dance ended earlier I etill would get home about the sane
time •
Yes No
11 . As the hour isn’t late I usually stop off with the gang for
avhile before going hone.
Yes No
12 . If the dance ended later, I would get home about the same time,
but I could not stop off.
Yes No
IS. I attend a dance to dance and an not interested in a program which
cuts into the dancing time.
Yes No
14. There should be more mixers such as the Paul Jones and the Snow-
ball at our dances to get more of the crowd dancing.
Ye s No
15. I think we should have more programs, such as Talent Shows, guest
singers, and other entertainment at our dance*
Yes No
16. We should invite more outside groups to our dances.
Ye s No
. I usually go to two or more dances a week.
Ye s No
17
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PART TWO
1. List, to the best of your knowledge, the different places you have
gone dancing this Fall and Winter.
2. Name the three dances you have frequented most often this season
and the approximate number of times at each.
Name of dance Number of times
3.. List the things you think are wrong with the dance as it is run now.
4.
Do you think the House should continue to sponsor a dance each
week during the Fall and Winter?
Why?
~~
5.
Do you think a dance every two weeks or once a month would he enough
dancing for the house to sponsor during the Fall and Winter?
Why?
6.
What suggestions do you have for making the dance a better one?
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APPENDIX II
SCHEDULE USED IN INTERVIEWING STAFF MEMBER TO OBTAIN GENERAL INFOR-
MATION ABOUT THE DANCE
1* On what night is the dance held?
2* What are the hours of the dance?
3* What is the admission charge?
4. Do you have an orchestra for the dance?
5. Does the dance have a formal dance committee of teen-agers?
6. Are records kept on the dance group?
What kinds ?
7* Is the dance restricted to House members?
If it isn f t, comment on the conditions under which
a non-member may attend*
8* What age groups are included in the dance program?
9* 1What is the average dance attendance each week?
-
10* How many adults actively help supervise the dance?
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APPENDIX III
SELECTED RECORDINGS
Date : October 23
Group: Dance Committee
Attendance: 8
Narrative: A list of possible candidates for the Dance Conmittee was
obtained from, the boys’ worker and the girls’ worker of the House. Post
cards were sent out inviting them to attend the first meeting on Thursday
night. Three of the people invited did not show up, but two others came
in uninvited. The leader saw no reason to restrict the committee to a
chosen few so they were allowed to stay. The leader had met some of the
people present upstairs in the lounge a few nights previous to this meet-
ing, but for the benefit of the newcomers the leader was introduced as a
new member of the House staff who would be working with them on the dance
this year. The leader asked them a little about the dance last year and
gradually such comments as "'the dance ended too early**, “they say this is
our dance, but they won’t let us do what we want", crept in. They were
asked for their ideas on how the dance should be operated. They all
seemed to have ideas and wanted to express them all at once. The leader
held them up a bit and suggested some sort of order to the presentation
as the group did not want to lose any of the suggestions. Betty C. was
asked to take down the suggestions. Jack said the dance should run to 11
o'clock. He gave as a reason the fact they were older now and a 10 o’clock
dance was not sufficient. The leader asked for other suggestions, one at
a time. One fellow mentioned 11:30 but the group did not agree with him.
The group voted, and 11:00 was the time set. The group then felt it was
well and good for the committee to say 11:00, but what about the staff.
Would they agree? The leader told the group their proposals would be sub-
mitted to the staff as a matter of course, but he did not want them to fee!
these were concessions given to them. So long as their requests did not
interfere with house policy the leader saw no reason why the decision of
the committee could not be accepted as final. This was quite hard to put
across and the leader still doesn't feel they completely accept the state-
ment. The dance will start at 7:30 P. M.
Age requirements came up for discussion. Comments were made
on the behavior of some of the younger boys who seemed to pay their money
to wrestle in the middle of the dance floor. A suggestion was made to
limit the attendance of the dance to boys over fourteen and girls over
thirteen. The boys on the committee said straight fourteen was the answer
and the only fair one. The leader broke in here to ask about House policy
on this point. Did not the twelve and thirteen year old evening members
pay the same membership rate and would they not expect the same privileges?
The group suggested their second proposal on the point would be to have
the younger members leave at 9:30 and the matter was purposely dropped
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at that point. The committee discussed such general rules as dress, no
liquor, door attendants, clean up detail, suggestion box to be used by
the dancers in determining what records should be bought for the machine,
and guest passes* A publicity committee (temporary) was appointed to send
out postcards to old members who had not as yet renewed their membership.
They also are to get out a newspaper release for the local paper. Ad-
mission to the dance is to be twenty-five oents, a ten cent increase over
last year. They did feel, however, and 11*00 P. M. dance would be worth it.
It was decided the committee would meet weekly on Thursday night at 7tOOP*M
Interpretation* There was some hostility in the group chiefly because
the members feel they are old enough and capable enough to handle more
responsibility. The leader will try to put across to them that they would
be given every opporunity to do so. At first the feeling the leader got
from the group was “Well, here we go again,” but as the meeting progressed
the feeling changed to one of enthusiasm.
Date* February 5
Attendance * 8
Narrative * The meeting did not get under way tonight until 7*50. Eddie
told the leader Jack was working late again tonight. He is now working
for a soap company and is getting in overtime. Betty said that today was
Marion’s birthday so she and Mickey went “in town” to dinner and a show.
As Marion was not present we dispensed with the minutes of the last
meeting, and we were forced to accept a verbal report on finances from
Betty as she had left the record book in school.
We then had a discussion about last minute details on the
coming Valentine dance. Eddie said the boys were all set on getting to-
gether with Miss G. about refreshments this coming Sunday. Jack might be
working but he and Mickey, as ex-members of Miss G’s cooking class could
carry on. Betty said she was getting the crepe paper and would make the
Valentine box. Betty will buy the valentines at a discount where she works
and will have them for the dance. Betty has seen Miss F. about decorations
and they are taken care of. Betty wanted to know if the invitations to
Sudbury House and Rochester had been sent out. The leader assured her they
had been taken care of last week. She wondered because a classmate of
hers, who was a member of Sudbury House, had asked a worker up there and
she hadn’t known anything about it. The leader told her the girl probably
had spoken to a different worker. Betty said this girl told her the woman
at Sudbury House only sent “her pets” on trips anyway so she probably would-
n't get an invitation. June asked about Rochester. She said the same sit-
uation prevailed there according to the four girls from Rochester who
came to our last dance on their own. She said Betty, Marion and she had
given these girls separate invitations in case they were not chosen to
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come. The leader advised the group that in cases where a limited number
was required to fill an invitation it was quite natural to have com-
plaints from some who were not chosen. The leader assured them there were
probably some boys and girls in their own House who had felt left out
when only ten could go to Rochester. The coming Valentine dance was more
or less an open affair free to the membership and invited guests. Did
they think the four Rochester girls should be asked to pay if they did not
come on a group invitation? June thought not as they had been invited by
the committee. What did the rest of the committee think? The vote was
in favor of not making a charge.
At the last meeting Bill, Joan, and Dot (June’s younger sister)
were discussed as possible members for the dance committee. (June had
been absent). June said her mother would not want Dot on the committee as
it would mean too many nights out. She was allowed two nights* Monday
night to come to the dance, and Wednesday night to play basketball. June
also said Dot was only thirteen and therefore not eligible for the commit-
tee. The group voted to have Bill and Joan come to the next meeting.
June said we had to do something about the record player. On
dance night everyone was crowding around it and last week a new record was
broken. The Dance Committee was supposed to be in charge, but when the
committee member put on enough records for eight or so numbers the dancers
changed them to suit their taste. Betty said, "The younger kids were the
ones who spoiled it." She would take charge of the machine this week and
no one would touch it. Jimmie spoke up and said the younger set blamed
the older committee members for not accepting any requests from them.
Naturally when they saw the opportunity they made a change. June said
she thought originally the plan had been to put on three slow numbers and
then three fast ones. The committee agreed. Jimmie E. said, "That isn’t
the way it is being done now. If that plan was followed, the younger
people would be more satisfied." Betty promised to follow the plan at the
next dance.
The question of laxity on the part of some conmittee members in
attending meetings was brought up. June thought anyone who missed three
meetings in a row without legitimate reason should be automatically dropped.
This did not get very far, but we did discuss the lax members. The
committee voted to drop Maureen and Gene. Betty claimed Gene couldn’t do
anything u nlegs Jim, his friend, were with him. As Jim was not on the
committee, we couldn't expect anything from Gene. The committee asked
the leader to contact John, Joe and Jack to see if they were still inter-
ested. If not, it would be well to drop them.
The leader asked if 7*30 was too early for the Thursday night
meetings. For the past few weeks the meeting had been getting started
nearer 8*00 and the leader wondered if that wouldn’t be a better time all
around. Eileen said she could probably make more meetings if they were
at 8*00. As there was no disagreement, the time was changed.
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Interpretation* Jimmie spoke up at this meeting. Evidently he isn't
going to allow the age of the more talkative members to faze him.
Date: February 12
Attendance * 13
Narrative * The change in time proved more to the liking of the committee,
if getting a quorum on time was any indication. The meeting started
promptly at eight. Betty C, Betty A., and Marion came in together as per
usual. Jimmie B. and Jimmie H. brought Bill and Joan to the meeting.
Mickey and Jack arrived late.
Before the meeting Betty A. came to the leader quite peeved about
a dollar she had invested in valentines and light bulbs for the last dance.
She was to receive the money dance night. The leader reminded her she left
early that night and suggested she see Betty C. about it.
The meeting opened with a discussion of the Valentine Dance.
The committee was enthusiastic about it. They felt it was the best dance
held this season. They also seemed to feel it would help the regular dance
attendance. Betty reported on the cost of the refreshments and decorations
which amounted to about ten dollars. The group felt the money was well
spent. Assignments were given out for the next dance. June spoke up and
said, "You know, we ought to get a special name for all our weekly dances.
It seems to add something to them. The next one could be called Washing-
ton's Birthday Dance." The group vetoed that idea because it would be too
difficult to find names each week. The leader asked if there was a date
when we might plan another special as June suggested. Marion blurted out,
"St. Patrick’s Day. Most of the house members are Irish." The group be-
came enthusiastic about it. Betty C. said the hall could be decorated with
green shamrocks and gold background. June said the boys could be given
crepe paper bow ties to wear and the girls green bows. Eddie said dis-
gustedly, "Get out of here. None of the boys would wear a green bow tie."
He turned to the three younger boys for support and received it. "All
right", said Betty C, "you don't have to wear them. We can still wear the
green bows." Mickey came in at this point. June asked him if he would
wear a bow tie at the St. Patrick's dance as a novelty. "I will if the
others do it," he said. Eddie said, "All right, make some up. If the boys
want to wear them they can. If not they can leave them." This was satis-
factory to the girls. Betty and Marion will make them and take care of
the decorations. Betty said rather exclusively, "We'll take care of the
decorations this time. We won't go to Miss F. for a thing." The question
of whether or not a charge should be made came up. "No charge," said
Jack. "This is a St. Patrick’s dance. Everywhere you go, it is open
house." June said we wanted another dance with an orchestra this April,
How could they get enough money together if they ran so many free dances?
It was decided the group would set a goal for the amount of money we should
have by March 9th. If we reached the goal, the dance would be free. If not,
a charge would be made# There was no agreement on an appropriate goal so
this question was tabled to be taken up at the next meeting. Due to the
lateness of the hour, the meeting was adjourned#
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Interpretation: Last week four of the thirteen year old members had
been invited by Miss F. to attend the dance. One of the girls was Betty
C.'s sister. When Betty came up dance night, she wanted to know "how
come her sister was invited.** The leader explained. Her comment was, "Oh,
that woman again." Later on that evening Betty pointed her sister out
to the leader. She was dancing with another girl. Betty started pointing
and laughing loud enough so that her sister could hear and become em-
barrassed, Sure enough she sat down. At the committee meeting tonight
Betty also made a comment on her sister’s attendance at the dance. This
feeling of insecurity on Betty's part as shown by her jealousy for her
sister, supplements some of her actions in earlier records.
An indication of the success of the last dance, at least in
the eyes of the committee members, was the attendance at tonight's meeting.
We had the largest number we have ever had. The dance proved a morale
lifter for the whole committee. The leader believes the hope of large
crowds is what is causing Jack and some of the others to insist on a free
dance •
Date: February 19
Attendance: 12 (2 visitors)
Narrative
:
The meeting was about to get under way when Miss G. came in.
A place was made for her at the conference table with much more ease and
less self-consciousness on the part of the group than on her last visit.
The meeting opened with a review of the assignments and plans for the
coming 8t# Patrick's Dance, March 15th. The committee bogged down again
at the bow ties for boys. The leaders reminded the dissenters it had
been voted the week previous to leave it optional. The ties would, be there.
The boys could take one or leave it just as they desired. The leader
asked if we wanted to invite other groups to this dance as had been done
at the Valentine Dance. Betty thought this was a good idea. She wondered
about inviting the group which hadn’t shown up last time. The group did
decide to invite groups from Rochester, Sudbury House and the "Y1*. The
leader asked if it wouldn’t be a little better to send the invitation in
writing rather than calling them by phone. Marion thought this a good
idea and with very little discussion the group agreed. Marion was asked,
as secretary, to send the letters. "I don't know what to write," she
said. The leader offered to help her after the meeting, and asked any
other members of the committee who so desired to stay and help. It was
during this discussion that Jack came in. He had a friend with him who
belonged to the Rangers but was not a Dance Committee member. Both he
and his friend sat on a window ledge as there was only one chair available.
The subject of refreshments came up and Eddie volunteered to do them again.
Jack wanted to know about the girls. Didn’t they want to do anything?
Betty said the girls were going to take care of the decorations in the
hall, make the paper bows and ties, and tend to the door. They were doing
their share. Eddie asked Jack if he would help again with the refresh-
ments. Jack agreed. Miss G. also agreed to help as she had in the past.
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The question of admission price came up and the group still felt it should
be free. The leader mentioned that at the last two meetings we had spoken
of a possible surplus at the end of the year. What did the group wish to
do with such a surplus? The leader added it wouldn’t be very large.
Marion wanted to know why we couldn’t leave it right in the treasury. In
other years they had run a summer dance outside and this money might help
them to get a start. Marion turned to Miss G. and asked her about the
summer dances. Miss G. said they might be possible. The group then
voted to leave any surplus in the treasury toward the possibility of having
summer dancing. Details for the next dance were left for the following
meeting, but Betty was to get some new records. Here Jack broke in again
and stated the records Betty was getting were terrible. Betty started to
laugh and Jack became angry. He seemed to be emotionally high tonight.
He and Betty began to argue with Marion and Betty A. chiming in. At
this point it was difficult to restore order. The leader finally got the
meeting to order again and asked Jack to take the chair at the table
so there wouldn’t be so much confusion. Jack sat down beside the leader
and the meeting quieted down. The committee was about to start on the
records when Jack leaned over. In a confidential tone he tried to tell
the leader a story about some records he had bought. This sent the girls
off into gales of laughter. Jack jumped up mad as could be. ”1 quit”, he
said. ”If this is the way things are, I quit”. He sat down with his
friend at the window seat again. At this point the leader felt the
group had accomplished as much constructive work as they were going to
for that night. The leader started to pick up loose ends toward a speedy
adjournment. Jack agreed to give Betty a list of records that were good
and Betty agreed to make her purchase among them. The leader asked if
there was any other business that should be taken up. There was no answer.
The leader suggested the meeting could adjourn. Mickey spoke up and said,
’Wait a minute. I'm in the mood for argument. Let’s argue about something.”
Jack said, ”Yeah, let’s.” The leader suggested the group adjourn the
meeting and those who wanted to could stay and talk. The meeting was ad-
journed and the leader worked with Marion on the letter in the same room.
Some of the group stayed for a while, but Jack and his friend went out.
After the letter was drafted, Marion went out to type a rough copy. Betty,
Miss G. and the leader went over the finances for a few minutes.
Interpretation: This meeting was the most hectic of all. Jack was
surely geared high emotionally tonight and ready for argument. The leader
talked to the boys’ worker about him that night, but the boys’ worker did
not seem to feel Jack had been drinking. He had talked to him about three
or four minutes on the stairs and he didn’t get that impression at all.
But it was quite a different Jack who appeared at the committee meeting
tonight than the one the leader had known at the agency previously. The
behavior of the group tended to show they did not have the awe of Miss 5,
they had the first time she visited. The group was much more at ease and
really had its say on any and all questions.
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Date* April 14
Attendance: 10 plus two visitors
Narrative
:
At 8:00 the meeting started. Betty read the last financial
report of the season. Next we took up the question of summer dancing.
The leader Had the reports for the last two years which showed the House
ran a deficit of at least &200. each year they attempted summer dances.
In previous years the House had been subsidized |250. so the deficit could
be made up, but that subsidy had been stopped. Therefore, the House could
not put up any money. The dance had to be at least self supporting. The
reports were fairly complete, showing the list of expenses and the door
receipts. The group spent some time trying to pare down expenses but with
little success. Gate receipts were gone over. Mickey said they should
have been greater, because they always had a big crowd there. Betty told
him he knew the kids jumped the wall without paying. “Oh yeah, 1* said
Mickey. “They used to press the backs of each other’s hands to make two
stamp marks. That way two could get in for the price of one”. “You
would know that**, said Marion. “I suppose you never sneaked in,* counter-
ed Mickey. Marion admitted that she had, as did most of the committee.
The leader asked if there were other dances in the neighborhood during
the summer months. Eddie said the Rangers were going to have outside
dancing. The leader wanted to know if there was a definite need for a
dance sponsored by the House when two other dances were available. Mickey
thought not. After some more discussion around the possibility of having
an indoor dance the matter was voted on. It was decided to forget summer
dances •
The committee had received a letter from Mrs. Cabot, the
president of the board. She thanked the committee for the initiative they
had shown in assuming the responsibility of the dance. The committee was
quite impressed.
The group took up the possibility of using some of the dance
committee treasury to help defray the cost of a Spring Formal to be held
in May. A group of the younger dancers had approached the staff and won-
dered if they could have a formal. The girls would wear gowns, but the
boys could come in suits. As the Dance Committee had voted against spon-
soring a fbrmal this year, the leader felt this was not their responsibility
But, as a certain group requested it, and were quite willing to sponsor it,
the leader wondered if the committee should help them out. Betty wanted
to know who were in the group. The leader told her several of the com-
mittee members present and lentioned others who belonged to the “Co-ed”
club. Marion said those were the kids who supported the dance week after
week. She could see no reason why we couldn’t do it. Mickey wanted to
know how much they wanted. The leader told him the group was planning to
have an orchestra but would charge admission. All they wanted was the
Dance Committee to stand behind them if there was a defloit. Betty wanted
to know why the older group couldn’t attend. Jimmie B. spoke up and said
everyone would be invited. In fact the dress was to be optional. If the
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older girls did not wish to wear gowns, they didn’t have to. That seemed
to satisfy everyone so the committee voted to subsidize the formal.
Mickey spoke up and said he had an idea. Why not give the remainder of
the treasury after the Formal Dance to the camp fund? The rest of the
group thought this a very good idea and voted to turn over the treasury
for that purpose. Refreshments were served*
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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